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PHONEBAG DURATEX PLUS 

Weatherproof welded textile bag, with roll 

closure,  8,5 x16 x 3,5cm, 0,3L, 80g and extra 

pouch for powerbank or wallet.

For smartphones up to 8 x14cm.
2717 

PHONEBAG DURATEX M

Welded textile bag 12x18cm, 120g, 

for smartphones (like iPhone 6 Plus, Samsung

Galaxy Note or GPS) up to 9 x16cm
2710

PhoneBags and TabletBag for Quad Adapter

PHONEBAG S 

Welded foil bag, 9x14,5cm, 80g 

for smartphones (like iPhone 4/5/6, 

or Samsung Galaxy S3/S4) 

up to 7x12,5cm
2706

PHONEBAG DURATEX S 

Welded textile bag, 10 x15,5cm, 90g, 

for smartphones (like iPhone 4/5/6) 

up to 7 x12,5cm
2709 

TABLET BAG DURATEX S

Welded textile bag, 17x 24cm, 130g, 

for small tablets (like iPad Mini, Nexus 7) 

up to 14 x 21,5cm
2715

PHONEBAG M

Welded foil bag, 11x17cm, 100g, 

for bigger smartphones (like iPhone 6 Plus, 

Samsung Galaxy Note or GPS) 

up to  9x16cm
2708

Great weather protection for various smartphones and tablets. 

Available as robust foil bag or made from waterproof fabric. 

The touchscreen remains operational through the transparent foil.

Phonebags attach safely to the bike thanks to the KLICKfi x Quad 

adapter and can be released by pressing one of the red buttons. 

Using a stainless steel band, the adapter can be mounted on hand-

lebars, frames, stems and tubes of various profi les (Ø 15- 60mm). 

The robust body is made of glass fi bre reinforced nylon and carries 

up to 1kg.

PHONEBAG PLUS 

Sewn textile bag (not waterproof)

9 x17 x 4,5cm, 0,3L, 125g with extra pouch for 

all little things you need to keep handy. Seperate 

compartment for camera, keys etc. Bottom ca-

ble outlet for external power supply. For smart-

phones up to 8x14,5cm max.
0298 PS

pivotable adapterplate

waterproof foil

waterproof textile

0210 Quad Adapter included



These hardshell cases with silicone membrane shield smartphones 

in any weather condition and ensure they remain ready for 

making calls, navigation and snapping pictures. The KLICKfi x 

Quad adapter allows attachment and removal of the phone in 

seconds and enables quick switching from horizontal to vertical 

orientation. 

The patented system works similar to a snap fastener and allows 

the positioning in 90° steps. Additionally you can rotate 

these bags and cases 360° when they are clicked. 

Remove accessories by the simple press of either of 

the two release buttons.

waterproof hardcase

touchscreen operation through foil
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QUAD MINIBLOC

Allows attaching CamOn! and Integra bags to 

various tube profi les Ø 15-60mm. Easy and stur-

dy installation with stainless steel strap.
0210 MB

Waterproof AriCases with QUAD Adapter

 switch perspectives on the fl y

quickly switch between different mounting 
positions 

 perfect handling even with gloves

 extremely fl exible

pan 360° in 20° steps

 comfortably tilt and secure via wing screw 

click on and release in seconds 

 variable & compatible

compatible with adhesive GoPro plates 

fi ts round, oval and angular tubes Ø15-60mm 

easy and extremely sturdy installation using 
stainless steel strap

compatible to battery lights with GoPro 
connector

CamOn!

ARI CASE iPHONE 4

Waterproof hardshell case 

with Quad Adapter for iPhone 4

15 x 8 x 2cm, 142g
2711

MINIBLOC GP PLATE 2x

Allows using KLICKfi x CamOn! in conjunction 

with GoPro hardware like adhesive plates for 

fl at and curved surfaces like helmets, boards 

and chest mounts. 
0210 COM

ARI CASE iPHONE 5

Waterproof hardshell case 

with Quad Adapter for iPhone 5 / 5c / 5s

16 x 8 x 2cm, 153g
2712 

ARI CASE Samsung S3

Waterproof hardshell case 

with Quad Adapter for Samsung Galaxy S3 

16,5 x 8,5 x 2cm, 147g
2713

ARI CASE Samsung S4

Waterproof hardshell case  

with Quad Adapter for Samsung Galaxy S4

16,5 x 8,5 x 2cm, 153g
2714

CAMON! COMPLETE SET 

1 CamOn! + 2 MiniBlocs + 1 MiniBloc GP plate

0210 CO

CAMON!

The CamOn! adapter introduces a fl exible and 

secure way to attach a GoPro camera to bikes. 

Only the small MiniBlocs that the adapter 

connects to need to be installed on the bike. 

The adapter can be attached in a second and 

removed equally fast by pressing one of the 

red buttons, allowing quick switches between 

different mounting positions. With CamOn! the 

camera can be panned, tilted and secured in the 

desired position.  

0210 Quad Adapter included
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Shopper & Light bag for the handlebar adaptersystem

The Rixen & Kaul Shopper line up offers a fabric based alterna-

tive to meshed baskets. All Shopper models are made from robust 

fabric, are collapsible and feature a reinforced bottm and carrying 

straps.

In combination with the handlebar adapter the solid steel bracket 

of all shopper reliably carries a maximum load of 7kg and prevents 

sensitive content from being crushed – so even fl owers or sensi-

tive content will arrive safely. The Shopper models come without 

Adapter. Choose the ideal adapterversion out of the handlebar 

adaptersystem that fi ts perfekt with your bike. 

SHOPPER

Basic version with handle and lots of space 

for the shopping trip.

38 x25x29cm, 24L, 950g
0300 S

SHOPPER COMFORT MINI 

Smaller size for small purchases or the next short 

trip. Includes inner and outer zip compartments 

for keys and wallet, as well as front refl ector, 

soft grip handles, and detachable raincover. 

Also perfect on children‘s bikes.

32x23 x 24cm

13L, 800g
0300 CSM

SHOPPER COMFORT 

Deluxe Version. Extra inner and outer zip 

compartments keep keys and purse safe yet 

within easy reach. With front refl ector, soft 

grip carrying handles, chrome-plated steel 

bracket and detachable rain cover. 

38 x 25 x 29cm

24 L, 1000g
0300 CS

SHOPPER ALINGO

Light shopping basket made from 3-colored 

fabric featuring a drawstring cover and water-

proof thermoform base. Bracket and fabric can 

be swiftly separated, allowing for easy cleaning. 

38 x 26 x 24cm, 

17L, 820g 

brown  
0306 BR

SHOPPER FASHION

A fresh look and extensive useful features. The 

stable cover with middle zipper keeps conten-

ts safe and is completely detachable. The large 

front compartment and inner compartment with 

2 pouches and secret pocket keep everything 

well organized. Additional rain hood.

36x25x 27cm, 21L, 1300g
0300 DS

SHOPPER PLUS 

The traditional Shopper, additionally equipped 

with refl ector and rain cover.

38 x25x 29cm, 24 L, 950g
0300 BS black

0300 G grey

SHOPPER PRO

Our popular shopping basket with additional 

drawstring cover that allows you to close the 

Shopper in seconds to keep contents protected 

and safe from jumping out. 

38 x25x29cm, 24L, 950g
0300 SP black

0300 SGR grey

LIGHT BAG

Smart, sportive, extremely light and useful for 

multiple purposes. Practical drawstring closu-

re, inner net compartment and soft interlining. 

Front- and side compartment for cell phone. 

Includes handle, carrying strap, detachable rain 

cover and a lightweight aluminum bracket. Also 

perfect for Kids bikes.perfect for Kids bikes.

25 x 20 x16 cm

6L, 400g
0304 S

powder blue
0306 T

black
0306 S

grey
0306 GR

berry
0306 BO



All bikebaskets are sold without an adap-

ter. Choose the adapter 

that best fi ts your needs, 

for instance the handlebar 

adapter E for e-bikes with 

centrally mounted display. 
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STRUCTURA OVAL

Classy and well-shaped oval handle-bar basket made from extra rough, 

round plastic meshwork that will neither grey nor become brittle. A robust 

metal structure maintains the basket‘s shape, and the slotted back wall 

carries the continuously adjustable adapter plate. With comfortable handle. 

39 x28 x 24cm,16L, 1445g

WICKER BASKET MINI / WICKER BASKET

These natural hand woven wicker baskets are not heavier than avarage 

wire baskets of comparable size. Its integrated solid chrome bracket is 

directly „clicked“ onto the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter system. Two sizes.

34 x 27x 26cm, 13L, 960g                               
0398 Mini 

Woven baskets for the handlebar adapter

STRUCTURA BASKETS

Simply beautiful - our woven handlebar baskets are made of weatherproof 

synthetic  rattan and available in various colors and weave patterns. Con-

tinuously adjustable adapterplate at the rear.

34 x 27x 25cm, 16L, 1400g

blackblack
0380 KLIK0380 KLIK

bronzebronze
0381 KLIK0381 KLIK

black EFblack EF
0382 KLIK0382 KLIK

brown EFbrown EF
0383 KLIK0383 KLIK

retro stone-greyretro stone-grey
0375 RGR0375 RGR

retro blackretro black
0375 RS0375 RS

retro olive-brownretro olive-brown
0375 ROL0375 ROL

40 x 31x 30cm, 18 L, 1250g 
0398

black brown
0376 OD

FILO

Traditional design with modern material. The robust synthetic fi bre is wo-

ven by hand in traditional basket-making fashion. The baskets are water- 

and UV resistant, so they maintain their colour and don‘t become brittle. 

The solid metal frame fi ts to the KLICKfi x handlebar adapter.

40 x 28 x 25cm, 16L, 1100g

beige
0370 BG

black 
0370 S

brown 
0370 BR

brown 
0376 OBR



with light clip with light clip

All bikebaskets are sold without an adapter. 

Choose the adapter that best fi ts your needs.

In combination with baskets 

we reccommend the handle-

bar adapter with lock if you 

want to leave the basket 

occasionally on your bike.
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OVAL BASKET 

Meshed, oval-shaped basket with especially lar-

ge volume. Comfortable integrated handle with 

a catch at 90°. 40 x19x29cm , 16L, 1000g
0392 KLIK

UNI BASKET 

Our most popular meshed basket with classic 

high shape. Comfortable integrated handle with 

a catch at 90°. 35 x 26 x 25cm, 16L, 1000g

0397 KW white

UNI BASKET 

Our most popular meshed basket with classic 

high shape. Comfortable integrated handle with 

a catch at 90°. 35x26x25cm, 16L, 1000g

0397 KSI silver

UNI BASKET 

Our most popular meshed basket with classic 

high shape. Comfortable integrated handle 

with a catch at 90°. 35x26x25cm, 16L, 1000g

0397 KA anthracite

UNI BASKET 

Our most popular meshed basket with classic Our most popular meshed basket with classic 

high shape. Comfortable integrated handle 

with a catch at 90°. 35x26x25cm, 16L, 1000gwith a catch at 90°. 35x26x25cm, 16L, 1000g

0397 KLIK black

UNI BASKET PLUSUNI BASKET PLUS

Compact, but with addtional volume thanks to Compact, but with addtional volume thanks to 

its rounded shape. Handle with small elegant its rounded shape. Handle with small elegant 

hinges. The adapter plate can be mounted in hinges. The adapter plate can be mounted in 

different heights. 35 x 26 x 27cm, 18L, 1100gdifferent heights. 35 x 26 x 27cm, 18L, 1100g
0388 KLIK0388 KLIK

MINI BASKET 

Smallest version of the meshed handlebar bas-

ket, with coated surface. Especially well sui-

ted for kids‘ bikes.  29x19 x 20cm, 10L, 900g
0394 KLIK

OVAL PLUS

Tall oval basket with extra large volume. Com-

fortable handle with a catch at 90°. 36x27x-

25cm, 18 L, 1250g
0385 KLIK

OVAL PLUS EF

Extra fi nely meshed, tall oval basket with lar-

ge volume. Comfortable handle with elegant 

hinges. 36 x 27x 25cm, 18 L, 1250g
0386 KLIK

LIGHT CLIP

Small but very practical plastic clip to fi x any 

frontlight on a basket rim. Clever solution if the 

light would be covered by the basket or if the-

re is a lack of space. Simple retrofi t on wire- or 

meshed baskets. Ø 24mm, 25g   
0397 LC

UNILUX WITH LIGHT CLIP

With elegant handle and continuously ad-

justable adapterplate. A cylinder-shaped light 

holder allows mounting common battery lights 

on the front side.

35x26x 25cm, 16L, 1350g
0387 KLIK

UNI BASKET WITH LIGHT CLIP 

Classic tall basket with light clip. The light clip 

allows you to mount common battery lights 

on the front side of the basket rim without 

obstruction.

35x 26x 25cm, 16L, 1000g
0391 KLIK

Meshed baskets for handlebar – with adjustable hight
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STANDARD BASKET

Oval wire basket with handle and integrated 

coupling for KLICKfi x handlebar adapter. With 

handle and coated surface. Thanks to a higher 

basket position, this basket leaves enough space 

for your light. 41x19x 30cm, 16 L, 900g
0392 S

Baskets,  FIX-baskets and basket bags

0393 KSI  silver

FIX BASKET

Can be mounted in 3 heights on handlebar. 

Since basket is without KLICKfi x function it 

has no handle. Fixation included.

35 x 26 x 25cm, 16L, 880g,  7kg max.

0397A

Aluminium

ALUMINO

Strong yet lightweight and rustfree. Sturdy aluminum basket with softgrip handle that can be at-

tached at two different heights. 40x 26x 25cm, 16 L, 950g

ALUMINO FIX

Strong yet lightweight and rustfree. For those who like a light aluminum basket permanently 

fi xed (2 heights possible). The patented anchoring cable holds the basket in a fi xed, stable 

position up to 7kg. No additional support is required. 40x 26 x 25cm, 16 L, 1060g (incl. fi xation)

BAB‘S 

Accessories bag that simply clips onto the basket rim. No more loose items bouncing in the basket. 

Orderly interior with keyring. A security strap can easily be transformed into a practical shoulder bag. 

18,5 x 14 x 4cm, 140g, 1L

BAB‘S DISPLAY      

12 Babs assorted.
0268 sort

FIX BASKET HOLDER      

For everyone who prefers a permanently 

mounted basket. The patented anchoring ca-

ble holds accessories in a fi xed, stable position 

up to 7kg. No additional support to fork or 

headset is required. Fixation only. 

0211B

permanent basket mounting

0393 ASI  silver 0393 A  black

0393 KLIK black

AluminiumAluminiumAluminium

LAMELLO MINI

Big weather resistant basket made out of poly-

propylene material. Continuously adjustable ad-

apterplate. Especially well suited for kids‘ bikes. 

32 x 24 x 22cm, 12L, 850g
0395 KLIK

LAMELLO

Big weather resistant basket made out of po-

lypropylene material. Continuously adjustable 

adapterplate. 39 x 28 x 28cm, 18L, 950g
0396 KLIK

0268 S  black 

0268 R  rust

0268 B  beige

0268 O  olive

0268 G  grey

0268 N  navy
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DOGGY BASKET / DOGGY BASKET PLUS

This pet basket for bicycles contains many new ideas. No annoying leather 

straps to close. Two special hinges and the KLICKfi x closure allow a very 

komfortable handling. The grid top is completely detachable. The varia-

ble hood leaves plenty of air and light access and offers good protection 

against wind, sun and rain. All the sides can be closed completely. With 

washable cushion, refl ector and handle. The Doggy basket is available with 

3 different mountings. 

52 x 46x 36cm, 1,6 kg (basket), 0,4 kg (hood)

0399 R  for 

0399 RH  for , PLUS hood

0399 K  with GTA Kupplung

0399 KH  with GTA Kupplung, PLUS hood

0399 F  fi x for permanent fi xation,

0399 FH  fi x for permanent fi xation, PLUS hood

DOGGY

A safe and comfortable transportation device for pets up to 7kg (max. 

5kg if bag is fi xed on Extender or on handlebaradapter for stem). 

The special raincover lets in plenty of air and light. All sides may 

be closed completely and the cover stored in a side pocket. Equipped 

inside with cushion, adjustable leash and a buckle at the bottom of the 

bag. Large front compartment, net-compartments at both sides, carrying 

handle and refl ector. The cover is completely detachable for easy opening 

and cleaning. All materials 

are washable. 

38 x 25/40 x 29cm, 24L, 1350g
0302 GR

for handlebar

for carriers

3 different mountings

Cycling with dogs
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Reisenthel bikebaskets for the handlebar adaptersystem

The result of a cooperation between two leading 

brands. The stylish Reisenthel fabric basket has a 

unique aluminium frame with KLICKfi x coupling. 

A fi ne shopping companion and more attractive 

than many handbags.  

BIKEBASKETS

Fabric basket with pouch on front side, inner 

compartment with zipper, cell phone com-

partment, drawstring opening and detach-

able multi-purpose pouch. Available in va-

rious designs; made of tough polyester and 

collapsible. The lightweight aluminum frame 

is combined with a KLICKfi x 

coupling for the handlebar ad-

apter and carries up to 5 kg. 

35 x 28 x 26cm, 15L, 800g

RAINCOVER

All Reisenthel Bikebaskets with KLICKfi x coup-

ling can be retrofi tted with this universal rain 

cover. The cover comes in red and features a 

printed-on refl ector.                           

All bikebaskets are sold without an adapter. 

Choose the adapter that best fi ts your needs, 

for instance the handlebar 

adapter E for e-bikes with cen-

trally mounted display.

folklore black  0303 FOL

black  0303 S

fl ora  0303 FL dots  0303 DO

retro  0303 RE

marigold  0303 MG

barock sand  0303 SBRbarock navy  0303 NBR

fl ower  0303 FW

barock ruby  0303 BR

raincover 0303 RH

black dots  0303 BDfi fties black  0303 FBrings  0303 RI

grafi c  0303 G mocha dots  0303 MDred  0303 R fl eur black  0303 FS

crystals light grey  0303 CGR

crystals lime green  0303 CG bubbles anthracite  0303 BA bubbles carrot  0303 BObarock taupe  0303 BT
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STYLE BAG

The sporty multitalent likes to cycle, is fi xed in seconds with the extra fl at The sporty multitalent likes to cycle, is fi xed in seconds with the extra fl at 

adapterplate, but also loves to be taken out for a walk. The adjustable 

shoulderbelt, the big front fl ap with magnetic closure and the practical 

interior are perfect features to manage the daily routine or fun. The 

handlebaradapter is included.                            31x11x 22cm, 300g, 4L

Handbags for the handlebar adaptersystem Trolley M with hooks for carrier

TROLLEY M

The KLICKfi x system brings Reisenthel‘s handy and roomy shopping trolley to 

the world of bikes. On foot, the smooth rollers effortlessly carry your shop-

ping. Once the shopping is done, the doubly adjustable telescopic handle ele-

gantly disappears under a zipper. The adjustable Vario hooks make fastening 

the trolley to carriers with Ø 6-16mm a breeze, while the 

central latch provides additional security over rough terrain. 

The trolley is made of tear resistant polyester.  

43 x 53 x 21cm, 43 L, 1800g, max.10 kg

fl eur black
0307FS

black 
0307S

fi fties black
0307FB

barock ruby 
0307BR

ruby dots
0263 RD

black
0263 S

fl eur black
0263 FS0263 FS

marigoldmarigold
0263 MG

mocha dots
0263 MD

FUN BAG

Chic yet sporty, and looking equally good on and off the 

bike. The fl at adapterplate and adjustable shoulderbelt en-

sure comfortable carrying, while the front fl ap with magne-

tic closure and various compartments provide practicality. 

Handlebaradapter included.                    25 x19 x 8cm, 400g, 4L.

ruby dots
0262 RD

black
0262 S

fl eur black
0262 FS

marigold
0262 MG

mocha dots
0262 MD

Ø 6-16mm
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EXTENDER FOR SEATPOST

The Extender allows you to use all handlebar ac-

cessories like bags, backpacks and baskets on the 

seat post. Easy mounting with stainless steel strap 

on seat posts of Ø 25-32mm, 5 kg max.

0211 XSET with adapter head

0211 X without adapter head

0217CSO  oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm 

Specialt ies,   variantes and accessories for handlebar adapter system

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER

Adapter version that can be moun-

ted on stems Ø 22,2-25,4mm. This 

position allows the adapter to re-

main independent of the inclination 

of adjustable stems and leaves more 

space on the handlebar. The bracket 

can be turned upside down, permit-

ting a second possible mounting po-

sition. Optional with lock. max. 5 kg.

0211 VO without lock

0211 VOL with lock

FRAME BRACKET 

Made to be combined with the 

KLICKfi x handlebar adapter. Only 

for bikes with special head tube 

threads (depth gauge 30mm) 

max. 5kg.
0211 R

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER  

For bikes with integrated threads 

(depth gauge 16/30mm). The 

steering remains completely inde-

pendent of accessory weight. Its 

shape increases the distance to the 

front wheel, so that many bags and 

baskets can be used even on small 

frames. Many foldable Tern bikes 

come prepared for this adapter, 

max. 5 kg.
0211 ST

ADAPTER SOCKET

Allows using the headtube adapter 

0211ST on bikes equipped with 

Aheadset. The socket can be in-

stalled on steerer tubes Ø 28,6mm. 

The adapter and socket can be 

fl ipped to achieve different moun-

ting positions, max. 5 kg.
0211 MSA

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER OVERSIZE

Handlebar adapter with 2 bigger clamps for 

oversize handlebars Ø 31,8mm, max. 7kg.

0211 O adapter with oversize clamps

0211 GP 1 pair of oversize clamps 

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER STANDARD

The basic adapter model with patented security 

cable for all standard handlebars Ø 22- 26mm. 

If you wish to leave your accessories safely on 

your bike, choose the KLICKfi x handlebar adap-

ter with lock ! max. 7 kg

0211      without lock

0211 L  with lock

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER UNIVERSAL

Handlebaradapter for all handlebars with two 

standard clamps Ø 22-26mm and two oversize 

clamps for Ø 31,8mm, max. 7kg.

0211 U without lock

0211 LU with lock

EXTENDER

MULTI CLIP E              0211 ME

Specifi cally designed to carry e-

bike displays and adapter with 

accessories in the center posi-

tion. Extensions on both sides 

from width 4cm to 6/8cm.  

MULTI CLIP                      0211 M

Creates 40mm extra space Ø 

26mm) for cycle computer, light, 

GPS, mapholder or e-bike dis-

play. The clip can be easily moun-

ted and removed without the 

need for tools.  Also possible in 

combination with our 

Distance Set.

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER E  UNIVERSAL

Wider version of the classic KLICKfi x adapter 

that can be mounted without getting in the way 

of e-bike displays. The adapter ist 22mm longer 

than the standard handlebar adapter. Interspace 

78mm. width 110mm, 200g, max.7kg

0211 EB without lock

0211 EBL with lock

DISTANCE SET 43mm 

Ensures that the adapter fi ts to 

curved handlebars and creates extra 

space for brake cables. The integra-

ted adjustable inclination is practical 

for adjustable stems. 
0211 V

MULTI CLIP PLUS            0211 MP

Extendable space on both sides 

from 4cm up to 11,5cm (Ø 23mm) 

e.g. for further accessories.

MULTI CLIP

DISTANCE SET

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER CADDY

For mounting on vertical tubes Ø 25-36mm. 

Robust body of glass fi bre reinforced polyamide. 

Especially well suited for foldable bikes, scoo-

ters, golf carts, wheelchairs, etc., 7 kg max.
0211 CA

DISTANCE SET 5mm 

Slightly increases the distance to 

the handlebar when more space is 

needed. 
0211 DI

FOR HEAD TUBE

FOR AHEAD STEMSFOR STEM FOR HEAD TUBE

The variable handlebar adapter system 

offers different types of sockets that 

enable you to mount the adapter else-

where on your bike. So you can use the 

big accessory range either on handle-

bar, seat post, stem head tube or vertical 

tubes. Clamps and distance sets allow for 

the use on many diameters and shapes.  

STANDARD

CADDY

HEAD TUBE

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER E

 AHEAD Ø 28,6 

Distance Set.

MULTI CLIP PLUS            

combination with our 

Ø 25,4 -31,8mm

Ø 26mm

recommended for displays

Ø 26mm

Ø 26mm

Ø 22,5mm
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ALLROUNDER TOURING 

The biggest model in our product range with solid inner frame. The only handlebar bag where a

lightholder can be attached at the bottom. With several inner and outer compartments, shoulder-

strap, raincover and refl ector. Separate section for maps and cover inside the bag. The cover 

can be folded into 2 different formats and can be fi xed onto the slanted top in various positions. 

The included lightholder can support up to 2 battery lights and eaily attaches to the adapter plate 

at the bottom of the bag.

26 x 24 x16 cm, 9L, 1100g
0274 S

Bags and                        mapholder for handlebar adapter system

LIGHT HOLDER

ULTIMA 

Waterproof handlebar bag with fold-out compartment for smartphones. 

The front pocket with net material for air access keeps smaller items within 

easy reach. The transparent map holder with Velcro strips is easily attached 

to the lid. An inner compartment with lining contains pouches and a large 

net compartment inside the lid. net compartment inside the lid. 

With detachable carrying strap. With detachable carrying strap. 

26 x 24 x 17cm, 8L, 1100g
0234 SGR

DAYPACK

Lightweight touring bag, with KLICKfi x aluminium frame in side 

sleeves. Large front pocket, compartment for documents, detachable 

rain hood and shoulder strap. The removable, transparent map hol-

der is attached with snap fasteners. Extra compartment for raincover 

at the back. Bag can be folded after use.

26 x 22x16cm, 

8L, 650g
0214 S

DAYPACK BOX

Touring handlebar bag, complete with many practical features. Solid 

inner frame made of fi bre glass reinforced polyamide. Large front pocket, 

compartment for documents, adapter plate on back side, detachable rain 

hood and shoulder strap. The transparent map holder is also completely 

detachable via snap fasteners.

26 x 22x16cm, 

8 L, 800g
0215 S

ALLROUNDER 

The complete, universal handlebar bag has a solid inner frame and is 

made of double layered material with foam inside. It can be used for many 

purposes, even as a camera bag. Large front pocket and various inner 

compartments with practical partitions.

26 x 22 x16cm, 8L, 950g
0271 S

SUNNY 

Lightweight, full-size map holder for every 

common map format. Its horizontal position 

minimizes the impact of wind. The removable, 

transparent hood protects the map from dirt 

and rain. Sunny automatically locks into the 

handlebar adapter.

27x 27cm, 200g
2700

Advantages of the KLICKfi x Handlebar Adapter:

•  Extremely robust body thanks to glass-fi bre reinforced plastics.

•  Ingenious security cable prevents the adapter from leaning 

downward on the handlebar. Maximum load up to 7 kg. 

•  Adjustable to suit every stem shape and desired inclination. 

• Fully compatible with old and new accessories. 

•  Multiple variants for different bike types,  handle-

bar diameters and alternative mounting positions

• Available with and without lock

•  Handlebar adapter E for e-bikes with centrally 

mounted displays

ALLROUNDER MINI 

Compact, well-organized bag. With handle, 

detachable shoulder strap, main and front com-

partment with 2-way zipper, one net- and one 

phone compartment at the sides. Thanks to its 

slim shape, this bag can also be used on curved 

handlebars. 

15 x18 x12cm

3,5 L, 450g
0272 S

ALLROUNDER XS

Small, stylish and superbly well-equipped. Main 

compartment with buckles, front compartment 

with zipper, both with various inner pockets. 

Comfortable, detachable shoulder strap with 

padding. Thanks to its slim shape, this bag can 

be used on curved handlebars.

13x18 x12cm

1,5L, 350g
0271 XS

ALUMINUM FRAME

KLICKfi x convenience for every handlebar bag 

with side sleeves. Made of 8mm carrier alu-

minum, very sturdy and lightweight. Black 

anodized surface.

25,5 x 5 x17cm, 80g
0212 A

handlebaradapter included
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Bags for handlebar adapter 

ALLEGRA FASHION

Fresh design with premium features. The adapter -

plate hides beneath a padded textile cover, 

transforming the functional handlebar bag 

into a chic handbag with carrying strap. The 

pouches, front compartment with zipper and 

side cell phone compartment provide perfect 

storage space. 25 x 23 x10cm, 4L, 650 g

0275 FS  black 

0275 GR grey

iPad pouch 26x20cm max.

perfect touchscreen operation

fi xation on stem

PAD BAG

Compact offi ce-bag with extra compartment and separate cover for iPad or tablet PC up to 

26x20cm max. The padded tablet compartment with transparent foil can be pulled out and fi xed to the 

stem via velcro strap. The compartment‘s position can be adjusted and it can be removed altogether. 

Comfortable shoulderbelt included. 31,5 x 23 x 8cm, 5,5L, 800g

0274 PS black

0274 PGR grey

SMART BAG S

Puristic design, robust materials and a clever in-

terior with extra fl at adapter plate and a padded 

tablet compartment that protects small tablets 

up to 16 - 20mm max.   

18 x 25 x 8cm, 3,5 L, 400g

0271 GR grey

SMART BAG

Like the small sister with a bit more space for tablets 

up to 23,5 x 30cm.

25 x 30 x 8cm, 6L, 620g, max. 2 kg

0274 SB black

0274 SGR grey

SMILE

Slim handlebar bag with foam-supported sha-

pe. With raincover, shoulder strap and handle. 

Main compartment can be widely opened. Flat 

inner and large front compartment. Thanks 

to its slim shape, Smile can be used even on 

strongly curved handlebars.

20 x12 x 21cm

3,5L, 500 g
0273 S

ALLEGRA

Elegant ladies‘ shoulder bag with a large main 

compartment and front compartment with fl at 

pouch inside and zipper. Net compartments on 

both sides. Adjustable shoulder strap. With its 

slim shape the Allegra turns into a fashionable 

shoulder bag when you’re exploring the city 

without your bike.

33 x 22x 14 cm

5L, 600g
0275 S

BAGGY

An economical, compact handlebar bag for me-

dium space requirements. Made of high-quality 

polyester, with reinforced shape. Main compart-

ment can be widely opened. Extra compartment 

inside. Practical fabric carrying-loop covers the 

two-way zipper.

22 x 19 x12cm

5 L, 350 g

0270 S

BAGGY MINI

Our smallest and lightest handlebar bag with 

2-way zipper. Thanks to its slim shape, this bag 

can be used even on strongly curved handlebars.

20x15 x 9cm

2,5L, 300 g 
0270 MS

BAGGY PLUS 

Biggest Baggy with larger capacity, carrying loop 

and additional net pockets at the sides. Made of 

high-quality soft polyester. Extra inner compart-

ment with zipper for valuables.

27x 22 x14cm 

8L, 400g

0270 PLS

handlebaradapter includedhandlebaradapter includedhandlebaradapter includedhandlebaradapter included
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VarioRack and Backpacks                   for the                handlebaradapter system / Extender  

FREEPACK META II

A real all-rounder of excellent quality with 

many practical features: Adjustable helmet 

holder, hidden in an extra compartment, yel-

low raincover, net compartments on both sides, 

several inner compartments, detachable key 

ring and light holder. 

A removable, chromium-plated frame transfers 

the backpack‘s weight onto the KLICKfi x adap-

ter, max. 5kg.

29 x 47x 24cm, 26 L, 1450g, max.5kg. 
0279SB

FREEPACK CITY

The every-day companion in the city. Outer and 

inner compartments with zipper, side compart-

ments, seperate inner compartment for valua-

bles and adjustable shoulder straps with inte-

grated cell phone bag. Clicks onto Extender.

No more sweaty back while biking! The adapter 

plate allows a slanting backpack position that 

gives the biker more space on the saddle. The 

plate does not cause any discomfort when the 

bag is on your back. 

26 x 38 x15cm, 18 L, 1100g 
0277GR

FREEPACK SPORT

Say goodbye to riding with a sweaty back. This 

sportive click-on backpack is ideal for mountain 

bikes and all bikes without carrier in combinati-

on with Extender. The integrated adapter plate 

allows for a slanting backpack position that gi-

ves the biker more space on the saddle and is 

not noticable when the backpack is worn. 

With several zipper- and net-compartments,

backlight holder, raincover and extra compart-

ment adjustable for helmet.

30 x40x 20cm, 24 L, 1200g, max. 5kg.
0276 S

The Extender allows attaching the handlebar adapter and its 

various accessories to the seatpost. Using the Extender frees up 

space on the handlebar and makes sure that your vision and the 

bike‘s steering are unobstructed. We especially recommend using 

the Extender for backpacks and matchpacks (max. 5kg).

To ensure you get the adapter to best suit your specifi c bikes and 

needs, backpacks, matchpacks and Vario Rack come without an 

adapter.

VARIO RACK

Multifunctional rack for transportation of bags, 

laptop cases and backpacks on the bike. Remo-

vable in seconds when not needed. Extremely 

light weight aluminium design. The Vario Rack 

can be positioned in 2 different heights on 

the adapter. The straps possess a refl ector and 

can be secured easily by one central closure.

Clip-on-hooks allow easy variation of straps. 

The design of hooks is adapted for all T-crossing 

of the skeleton rack structure. 

21 x 32 x 17cm, 450g, max. 7kg (dep. adapter)
1912 S

MATCHPACK FASHION

Beach mat or tennis racket – the practical 

matchpack is the ideal companion for leisure 

and sports. Lots of space, drawstring closure 

and fashionable details. 

The detachable phone-pouch on shoulderstrap, 

a big front compartment and zip compartments 

keep everything well organized. Variable shoul-

derbelt positions.

31x 46 x 28cm, 25L, 1000g, max. 7 kg.
0301 FS

MATCHPACK

A reworking of the classic duffel bag – versa-

tile and functional for recreation, shopping, 

or trips to the beach. An integrated steel fra-

me supports up to 7 kg. High usability through 

the variability of its volume and thoughtfully 

designed details. 

Ideal on handlebar or seatpost. The shoulder 

strap can be connected to differently positioned 

eyelets. 

31 x 46 x 24cm, 24L, 900g, max. 7 kg
0301 S
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Bags for standard carriers

All bags directly lock onto standard 

carriers. The adjustable, sliding hooks 

allow you to position each rail precisely 

and adjust it to different diameters. The 

lower rail prevents the bag from swinging 

sideways. Characteristics of our three rail 

types:

MODUL RAIL

Professional aluminium rail with continu-

ously adjustable locking mechanism for 

Ø 8-16mm. Bags are simply hung into the 

carrier. The spring borne latches auto-

matically adjust to the carrier‘s diameter 

when closed.

The advantage: no more 

distance pieces or tools are 

needed. 

VARIO TOP HOOKS

Automatically adjustable hooks for car-

riers Ø 8-16mm. The hook in the middle 

secures the accessory even on rough 

roads. Since the hooks sit fl ush with the 

rack, a basket, topcase or box can be used 

simultaneously.

KOMFORT RAIL

Classic, time-proven rail with         solid, 

removable handle. Continuously adju-

stable hooks and locking mechanism for 

standard carriers Ø 8-13mm. The solid 

removable handle allows for comfortable, 

single-handed use. 

UNIVERSAL RAIL

Adjustable rail with fl exible handle for 

all carrier sizes. Comes with adjustable 

standard hooks that fi t Ø 8/10/12mm and 

additional 16mm hooks e.g. for Kettler 

bikes. The Universal rail 

locks in automatically when 

it is set onto the carrier.  

With special GTA hooks for 

the Universal Rail, you can 

use the bags also on the 

carrier adapterplate.

CARGO

Foldable transportation bag for standard car-

riers, thoughtfully and functionally designed. 

Whether at college, offi ce or shopping – the 

Cargo offers its volume only when needed. 

Highly durable due to its solid base and an in-

ternal diagonal aluminium frame. By a smart 

folding mechanism the aluminium handle slides 

into the fl at fi xation position. The slight inclina-

tion of the bag increases legroom and comfort 

(second rail position for left/right use). Front-

bags, inner compartments, mobile bag, rainco-

ver, shoulderbelt and Modulrail included.

38 x 30 x16cm, 18L ,1600g 

0236S black

SMART BAG GT

Timeless business bag using the new self 

adjusting Vario Top hooks that easily attach to 

racks with Ø 8-16mm tubing. A padded com-

partment protects notebooks or tablets up to 

27x33cm, while a shoulder strap ensures com-

fortable carrying off the bike and the integrated 

rain cover provides water protection. 

Since the hooks sit fl ush with the rack, a basket, 

topcase or box can be used simultaneously.

29 x 36 x 10cm, 10L, 800g

0264 GT  black 

0264 GR  grey

OFFICE

Business case with many excellent features. 

Several internal pockets with zipper, padded 

compartment for laptops up to 36x29cm max. 

and accessories, detachable shoulder strap, yel-

low rain cover. All compartments have practical 

features for the proper storage of documents, 

maps and accessories. 

The Modul rail is only visible when in use on 

bike. It can be hidden in the back pocket within 

seconds and can even be completely detached. 

This bag can be used on either right or left side.

40 x 30 x15cm, 12L, 1800g

0237 S  black

CARGO WATERPROOF

For university, offi ce oder supermarkt. Water-

proof transportation bag for carriers, thought-

fully and functionally designed. Cargo is highly 

durable due to its solid base and an internal 

diagonal aluminium frame. 

The slight inclination of the bag increases le-

groom and comfort. An inner compartment 

and mobile bag are helpful for organisation. Big 

refl ectors on three sides, edge protector, soft 

handle, comfortable shoulderbelt and Modul-

rail included.

38 x 32x16cm, 20 L, 1600g

0236 SW black

WAT E R P R O O F

Automatically adjustable hooks for car-
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Panniers with rai ls  for standard carriers

CLASSIC 

Large pannier in time-proven design. With handle, integrated rain protec-

tion, and additional outer compartment with refl ector. Inner lid compart-

ment with zipper and small extra pouch for rain cover. High-quality soft 

polyester with waterproof coating. Includes Universal rail with adjusta-

ble hook position for standard carriers Ø 8/10/12mm, 16mm and Kettler 

carriers. Available in pairs.

40 x 40 x15cm 

2x 900g, 2 x 25L
0238 S

BACKPACK 

Back panniers permitting particularly good access to all compartments 

thanks to 2-way zippers. With top compartment, separate main compart-

ment with side opening, and outer compartments with large safety refl ec-

tors. As in high-quality backpacks, the inner compartment can be divided 

into two sections. Integrated rain cover on the front side is easily deta-

ched for cleaning and drying. Complete with Comfort Rail and removable 

handle. Available only in pairs.

40 x 38 x14cm 

2x 900g, 2x 21L 
0282 S

ULTIMA PANNIER

Large, waterproof travelling bag with fl ip-top lid and central belt. The 

outer net compartment can hold wet clothing and includes an integrated 

zipper compartment with air access. Carrying strap also serves as a tension 

belt. Robust edge protective strip. Large volume main compartment with 

drawstring closure and inner zip compartment. 

An additional net compartment with 

zipper is located on the inside of the lid.

35x 48 x 17cm,

2 x 1050g, 2 x26 L
0232 SGR

ULTIMA COMPACT 

A practical all-rounder that can also be used as a front pannier thanks to 

its smaller format. Wet clothes are easily stored in an outer compartment 

with net material for air access. Main compartment with roll closure, cen-

tral tension belt, side refl ectors and edge guard.  

28 x 40 x15 cm, 

730g, 17 L
0233 SGR

TRAVELBAG

Comfortable, elegant panniers, with foam-supported shape. Well-orga-

nized with outer net compartment, big front compartment and several in-

ner compartments. Handle, detachable shoulder strap, refl ectors on both 

sides, separate raincover. Two-way zippers 

allow convenient access. With Universal-

rail. Because of symmetrical rail positi-

on, this bag can be used on either the 

right or left side and is therefore 

sold as a single bag.

40 x 35 x14cm, 1400g, 18L
0261 UNI

CLASSIC LOWRIDER 

Same features as the ‚Classic‘ panniers but smaller and without additi-

onal outer compartment. Inner lid compartment with zipper and small 

extra pouch for rain cover.  Includes Universal rail with adjustable hook 

position for standard carriers Ø 8 /10/12mm, 16mm carriers and Kettler 

bikes. Available only in pairs. Can also be used as a small pannier on self-

supporting carriers or kids‘ bikes.

26 x 36 x13cm

2x750g, 2x15L
0239 S



RACKTIME ADAPTER

The KLICKfi x/Racktime Adapter is the result of a successful 

cooperation of Tubus and Rixen & Kaul. The Know-

how of both companies was used to combine high 

quality racks with a perfect fi xing system for acces-

sories. Beside the racktime accessory range RIXEN 

& KAUL also offers some interesting accessories for 

Racktime carriers. Convenient, fast and easy handling. 
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RACKPACKER

Aluminium rack for 26“ and 28“ bikes with corresponding integrated 

frame threads. Secure and easy mounting with screws. 

Especially designed for bags with Rackpack 

adapter. Good side supports for bags 

with fold-out pockets. 

11,8 x 35,5 x 35cm, 880g, max. 25 kg
1913 S

FREERACK PLUS 

The same as Freerack, but with additional side supports that make it es-

pecially well suited for bags with extendable side pockets (e.g. Rackpack1 

Plus, Rackpack 2 Plus). 

12 x 30 x 47cm, 740g, max. 10 kg 
1915 S

+   for KLICKfi x accessories with GTA coupling 

and sidebags with GTA hooks

+   retrofi t plate for many carriers up to 145mm width

 +   all parts arel lockable with a central lock

CARRIERADAPTER GTA

The plate is fi xed with two solid brackets onto the carrier. Baskets, Boxes 

oder Topcases with GTA coupling are fi xed on top. Bags with GTA hooks 

are hung into the side slots. All accessories are lockable by a central key 

and to release by pressing the red button without efforts.
0208

FREERACK

Self-supporting aluminium rack for seat posts Ø 25-32mm. Secure and 

easy screw mounting. Especially designed for combination with Rackpack 

bags. Includes rear-side plate for refl ector or backlight.

12x13 x 47cm, 580g, max. 10 kg
1914 S

GTA MODUL

Upgrades Hebie carriers with the KLICKfi x system. Baskets, boxes and bags 

with GTA coupling can be easily secured and removed with the press of a 

button. Once slid into the carrier, the GTA Modul will not inhibit the use 

of the spring clamp and still allows mounting panniers on the rack’s rails.

5,3 x 24,5 x 2,3cm, 100g, max.10 kg
0207

     nearly any carrier + carrier adapter

    sidebags with GTA hook +  accessories with GTA coupling

    Hebie QLIX carrier + GTA Modul 

    accessories with GTA coupling

+    for KLICKfi x accessories with GTA coupling

+   GTA Modul only in combination with Hebie QLIX carriers

+   the carrier’s spring clamp and side rails can still be used 

after the GTA Modul is installed

+   safe four point fi xation on carriers

+   for combination with Tubus Racktime carriers

+   lockable button ‚Secure-it‘ available

+   for bags with Rackpack coupling

+   usable in combination with R&K carrier Freerack, 

Freerack Plus, Rackpacker 

+   pull strap to release the bag

   Rixen & Kaul carriers: Freerack /Plus, Rackpacker

   Rackpack bags with Rackpack coupling

    Tubus Racktime carrier 

    Accessories with Racktime adapter

GTA COUPLING SET

With the retrofi t coupling set, you can make your own boxes or meshed 

baskets compatible with the KLICKfi x carrier system. It is simply 

mounted with screws at the bottom of the accessory.

75g, max. 10 kg
0845 H

Comparison of KLICKfi x carrier-systems

RACKTIME SYSTEMRACKPACK SYSTEM GTA SYSTEM GTA SYSTEM

self supporting

self supporting

universal retrofi t solution

With ‚Secure-it‘ (from Racktime) the red 

button is lockable on your carrier to pre-

vent thefts.  
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CITYMAX FIX

Elegant meshed basket with extra large volume. Permanent, 

solid and rattle-free installation on standard racks using the 

proven KORBfi x II hardware. 1 Pair of Korbfi x II included.

30 x 24,5 x 41cm, 1300g, 24 L

0319 F     

Baskets for carriers

KORBfi x I                         

Universal, economical screw mounting system for all wide me-

shed wire baskets on standard carriers without spring clamp. 

Available in pairs. For the fi xation of bigger accessories we re-

commend installing 2 pairs. 

0311

KORBfi x II                        

Mounting parts for tightly meshed baskets or for boxes. Fits all 

carrier types. The accessory is securely fastened and will not rattle. 

Available in pairs. For the fi xation of bigger accessories with 

heavier loads we recommend installing 2 pairs of KORBfi x.

0311 A

You prefer to mount your baskets without quick release on your 

carrier, explore this page for affordable and secure solutions that 

are quick and easy to install. Whether it is for boxes, wire baskets 

or meshed baskets.

Permanent basket mountings

STRUCTURA GT

Complementing our woven handlebar baskets, the Structura GT basket 

is available with KLICKfi x GTA coupling or Racktime adapter. Elegant yet 

robust, the basket features 18L of space and a comfortable handle. 

44 x 24 x 20cm, 18L, 1500g

0315 RBRF  brown,for     

0315 BRF  brown, with GTA coupling 

UNIX I 

Time-proven wire basket, ideal for school, leisure and shopping. With 

handle and welded KLICKfi x coupling at the bottom.

40 x17 x 30cm, 900 g, 20 L

0322 S    with GTA coupling 

CITYMAX

Mesh basket with handle and extra large volume. Equipped with coupling 

for the KLICKfi x carrier adaptersystem. Thanks to its slim shape, it can be 

used in combination with panniers. 30 x 24,5 x 41cm, 1300g, 24 L

0319 R  for     

0319  with GTA coupling 

CITYMAX II 

The popular meshesd basket „Citymax“ with different proportions, wider 

but shorter. Easy to carry with comfortable handle. 

42 x 24,5 x 33cm, 1700g, 24L

0321 R  for     

0321  with GTA coupling 

UNIX III

Our largest wire basket with plenty of volume. Welded KLICKfi x coupling 

at the bottom for the KLICKfi x carriersystem. Black coated surface.

52x 22 x 36cm, 1400g, 40L

0318 S with GTA coupling  

STRUCTURA GT

Complementing our woven handlebar baskets, the Structura GT basket 

is available with KLICKfi x GTA coupling or Racktime adapter. Elegant yet 

robust, the basket features 18L of space and a comfortable handle. 

44 x 24 x 20cm, 18L, 1500g

0315 RSF  black, for     

0315 SF  black, with GTA coupling 

 

GTA 

GTA QLIX 
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TRAVELSET COMPLETE GTA

Comfortable travelling pannier set for KLICKfi x carrier adapter. All bags 

can be clicked on within seconds and are centrally secured by the integra-

ted lock, whether they are used as a set or on their own. The set consists 

of 2 Travelbags GTA, Travel Topcase and the GTA carrier adapter.

0260 SET

TRAVEL TOPCASE GTA

Large, sturdy suitcase – suitable also for better clothing. Full-size outer 

net compartment, handle and detachable shoulder strap. Two zipper com-

partments inside. Separate raincover. With coupling at the bottom for the 

carrier adaptersystem. Can be combined with side bags.

45 x 15 x 35cm, 1600g, 26L
0260 S

Bags, topcases & boxes for carrier

CITYBAG GTA

Simple, functional bag for shopping or leisure. The sloped top allows easy 

access to the bag even when used in combination with baskets. Double-

faced fabric with foam and pouches inside. Two-way-zipper, solid back 

and bottom. Set of hooks included.*

30 x 35 x 14cm, 750g, 15L
0218 S

TRAVELBAGS GTA

Comfortable, elegant panniers with foam-supported shape. Well-orga-

nized, solid handle, detachable shoulder strap, refl ectors on both sides, 

separate raincover. Two-way zippers allow convenient access even when 

bag is used in combination with a topcase. Due to the asymmetrical rail 

position, available in pairs.

40 x 35 x14cm, 2x 18L, 2 x1400g
0261 S

CITA GTA / CITA VARIO

This smart, practical shopping bag has an expandable main compartment 

with drawstring as well as several extra compartments on lid and front 

side for key and purse. Wide, detachable shoulder belt. Reinforced with 

fl exible soft foam. Ideal for the city or short trips. 

30 x 35 x16cm, 1100g, 18-20 L

0264 S  Cita GTA for carrieradapter, with set of hooks.* 

0264 VAR Cita Vario for standard carriers Ø 6-16mm  

CITA PLUS GTA

Stylish Cita variant with stripe design and foam-supported shape. Yellow 

raincover and additional zipper compartment. Extra compartments for key 

and purse. Comfortable, detachable shoulder belt. Expandable volume 

with drawstring opening. Set of hooks included.*

30 x 35 x16 cm, 

1250 g, 18 -20L
0264 PLS

Different side panniers, baskets, boxes and topcases for the carrier 

system can be used on their own or in combination with others. 

All GTA accessories are usable in combination with the GTA plate, 

the GTA Modul for Hebie Qlix or Pletscher Dual carrier.

*Set of hooks – Citybag, Cita GTA and City Plus GTA come 
with an additional set of hooks beside the GTA hooks. The-
se hooks featuring blue levers allow using the bags on 
standard carriers Ø 6 -12mm without an adapter plate.

CITYBOX GTA

High-quality box made of impact resistant ABS with aluminum frame. In-

tegrated lock and detachable shoulder strap. The Citybox serves as a large 

and easily removable container for clothes, helmet, jacket, etc. 

30 x 21x 40cm, 

1400g, 22L
0846 K

BOX

Basic box model, lockable and rain-protected storage for smaller belon-

gings such as helmets, etc. 

25 x 18 x 35cm, 1000g, 12L

0845 R  for      

0845 K     with GTA coupling 

GTA plate Pletscher Dual Hebie Qlix *Set of hooks

Simple, functional bag for shopping or leisure. The sloped top allows easy 

Stylish Cita variant with stripe design and foam-supported shape. Yellow 



GTA 

Bags with Rackpack coupling 

are ideal in combination with 

our self supporting carriers 

Freerack, Freerack Plus and 

the Rackpacker.

RACKPACK 
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Trunk bags for carriers

RACKPACK 2 PLUS / TOURINO

Like Rackpack 2, but with two additional fold-out pockets (one side with 

mesh), lid with 2 net pockets. Handle works also as tension belt for fi xation 

of jacket. With refl ector, lightholder, handle, rain cover and shoulderbelt. 

Only for carriers with side support. 30 x 23/43 x 35cm, 900g, 12-16L 

0267 RB  Rackpack 2 PLUS for      

0267 SB     Rackpack 2 PLUS with Rackpack coupling  

0265 S     TOURINO (same design) with GTA with coupling  

RACKPACK 1 PLUS

Like Rackpack 1 yet with much more additional space thanks to 2 large 

fold-out sidepockets, on one side with mesh. With refl ector, lightholder, 

handle and raincover.  Pull the strap for easy release. Only for carriers 

with side suppport. 28 x 28/48 x 35cm, 1000g, 13 -18L

0266 RB  for      

0266 SB     with Rackpack coupling  

RACKPACK 1  

Bag with foam support on all sides. Main compartment with a double 

zipper and an additional top fl ap under which you can store jackets or 

pullovers. With refl ector, lightholder, handle, raincover, and foldable bottle 

compartment on rear side. 28 x 22 x 35cm, 750g, 10L

0266 RA  for      

0266 SA     with Rackpack coupling   

RACKPACK 2 

Simple, functional bag in the classic R&K design, with bottle compartment 

on the rear side. With refl ector, lightholder, handle and raincover. 

24 x 23 x35cm, 750g, 10L

0267 RA  for      

0267 SA     with Rackpack coupling  
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Bags with Contour adapter 

Contour bags are designed for bikes without a carrier and easily 

click into the Contour adapter. The small adapter can bear loads up 

to 2kg and is all that remains on the bike when the bag is not in use.

The adapter comes with clamps for Ø 25-28mm and 

28-32mm. An oversize clamp for Ø 32-36 is available 

seperately.                                                      0217 CSO

Thanks to their elongated shape, Contour bags also offer protec-

tion agains dirt and splah water.

CONTOUR MINI

Compact, expandable bag with robust, detach-

able glass fi bre reinforced bracket that allows 

even hard MTB action. Separate zipper-com-

partment on top and handle.

10 x15/20 x 22cm, 2 - 2,5 L, 250 g
0216 S

CONTOUR 

A simple and lightweight model, often used on 

racing bikes. Aerodynamic design. One main 

compartment with central zipper and refl ector. 

12 x14x26cm, 3,5L, 380 g
0217 S

CONTOURA

Compact bag with robust, detachable, glass fi bre 

reinforced bracket. Especially well-suited for hard 

MTB action. Spacious main compartment, net-

compartments on both sides, elastic string on 

top. Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.

12x15 x 22cm, 2L, 230g
0216 CS

0217 HO

CONTOUR MAX SPORT 

Sportive look and plenty of space. Roomy main compartment, side bags 

with additional puches. Small bag at the rear side, refl ector and lighthol-

der. Elastic string for raincoat on the top. Bottom made of easy-to-clean 

vinyl material. 

28x22x38cm, 10L, 880g
0217 MAS

CONTOUR MAX TOURING

Elegant, comfortable bag for day-trips. Large side bags with zipper and 

additional compartments, on one side with net. Main compartment with 

2-way-zipper, small compartment for valuables on inner side of cover. 

Bottom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material. Rear side with refl ector and 

lightholder.

28 x 25 x35cm, 9 L, 780g
0217 MAT

The Contour Max adapter allows using larger and heavier bags 

than the standard Contour adapter on all seat post Ø 25-32mm. 

Combined with a twin aluminum frame, the Contour Max adapter 

can support up to 3kg.

For Seatposts Ø 32-36mm an oversize clamp is 

available.                                      0217 CSO

Contour Max bags are larger than their Contour counterparts and 

provide plenty of protection against dirt and splash water

Bags with Contour Max adapter 

CONTOUR WATERPROOF

Waterresistant model that gives the rider good pro-

tection against mud and water and keeps the in-

side dry. The smart lid design allows easy access and 

folding. The inner lining prevents noise. With inner 

compartment and refl ector. 

15 x13 x 24cm, 4L, 470g15 x13 x 24cm, 4L, 470g
0217 SW0217 SW

CONTOUR MUDGUARD

Medium-sized model with additional inner com-

partment for change or key. Flip top with cove-

red zipper. Washable vinyl bottom. With sturdy, 

detachable aluminum frame, light holder and 

refl ector.

16 x17x 27cm, 4,5L, 400g
0217 PS

CONTOUR SF 

This bag is ideal for small frames or low 

saddle positions. Main compartment with 

covered middle zipper. Additional zipper com-

partments for small items on both sides. Bottom 

made of easy-to-clean vinyl material.

15x14x28cm, 4L, 450g
0217 SF

CONTOUR MAGNUM

Top model with elongated shape provides ex-

cellent protection against mud and water. Inner 

compartment, two side compartments, lid with 

net and extra compartment. Back side and bot-

tom made of easy-to-clean vinyl material. With 

practical two-way zipper.

17 x 22 x 32cm, 6 L, 500g
0217 MS

CONTOUR SPORT

Roomy model featuring two side pockets with refl ec-

tor stripes and a large, easily accessible main com-

partment. The elongated shape provides for plenty 

of stowage space and enables the bag to double 

as a mudguard. Includes a rain cover in a separate 

compartment and luggage strap spider on top.

18 x 27 x 30cm, 7L, 770g
0217 CS

0217HOM Contour adapter included.
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Integra bags for Quad MiniBloc

A new generation of saddlebags where the quick release unit is an 

integral part of the bag itself, where it is protected against mud 

and hidden from view. The slim and unobtrusive design of the 

bags is well suited to sportive and upscale bikes.

The bag is released by pressing the red marks on both sides of 

the bag. Integra bags attach to a tiny adapter mounted on the 

seatpost and are thus independent of saddle design and posi-

tion. The connected double zipper allows to easily access the 

bag‘s content while the foam stiffening ensures that the bag 

maintains its sleek shape.

INTEGRA XL

Largest member of the Integra family of saddle-

bags that attach to the seat post irrespective of 

saddle design and position. Features two side 

pockets with refl ective stripes and a large main 

compartment, easily accessible by double zipper.

fi ts for most mini pumps.

24 x 15 x 10cm

1,5L, 226g 
0292 XL

INTEGRA WATERPROOF

Puristic, functional and weather protected – the 

Integra model with welded seams. One simple 

clic only to fi x the bag savely on our new KLICK-

fi x Quad MiniBloc. Release by pressing on the 

two red marks on the bag‘s sides. 

17 x10 x 5,5cm

0,5 L, 150g
0292 W0292 W

INTEGRA BAG S

Smallest Integra including MiniBloc adapter.

14x 8,5 x 6cm, 0,4L, 140g
0292S 

INTEGRA BAG M

Medium size Integra including MiniBloc adapter.

18 x 10 x 6cm, 0,6L, 168g
0292M

INTEGRA BAG L

Biggers size, fi ts for most mini pumps. 

20 x 11,5 x 7cm, 1L, 196g 
0292 L

Quad MiniBloc included.0210 MB  MiniBloc
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MICRO 80 PLUS  

Long saddle bag with extra compartment for 

change or key. The main compartment has 

enough space for repair set, battery light, etc. 

Made of high- quality soft polyester and easy-

to-clean synthetic material. 

8 x 6 x18cm, 100g, 0,8L
0296 S

MICRO 150 PLUS  

Bigger model of our long saddle bag with extra 

compartment for change or key. The main com-

partment has enough space for repair set, batte-

ry light, etc. Made of high- quality soft polyester 

and easy-to-clean synthetic material. 

9 x 7 x 19 cm, 110g, 1,1L
0297 S

Bags & lock holder for saddle adapter

For mounting on sport saddles.  Compact, inconspicuous adap-

ter shape. Simply slide in the accessory and it will lock into the 

adapter automatically.  Fits all bags in the Micro- and Handy-

series. To release, just press the red buttons on both sides.

An additional release button on the bag‘s adapter plate guraran-

tees easy, single-handed access to release the saddle bag. 

MICRO SL

Classic race-bike design, perfect for mini pump, 

tools, spare tube or folding cover. Separate side 

compartment with zipper. Coated polyester ma-

terial. This slim bag can alternatively be moun-

ted on the top tube using the Mini adapter. 

7 x10 x 20 cm,120g, 1,2L
0291 S

MICRO 30

Our smallest saddle bag for the most important 

things on the road. Made of soft nylon with 

Scotchlite refl ector and waterproof coating. 

7 x 3,5 x12cm, 70g, 0,2L
0290 S

MICRO 40

Proven saddle bag, medium size. Made of soft 

nylon with Scotchlite refl ector and waterproof 

coating.

8 x 5 x13cm, 100g, 0,4L
0293 S

MICRO 100

The biggest smaller model with space for repair-

set, tools or spare tube.

10 x 7 x15cm, 120g, 0,8L
0294 S

MICRO SHELL 

Solid saddle bag of elegant shape with one main compartment. Compres-

sion-molded neoprene material allows for easy cleaning. Adapter plate 

with additional release button.

10 x 9 x18cm 

100g, 1L

0287 S 

CABLE LOCK HOLDER FOR SADDLE ADAPTER

Quick release comfort with saddle adapter clamp for all cable locks 

Ø 6 -10mm. Easy mounting on sports saddles. The clamp is simply fastened 

on the lock and fi ts into the saddle adapter or Mini adapter. 
0500

MICRO 200 EXPANDABLE 

Largest R&K saddlebag with expandable design for more volume (1,5 to 

2,0 L). Wide opening for easy access. Robust polyester with waterproof 

coating. Interior padding, Scotchlite refl ector and lightholder.

12 x 8/16 x 19cm, 175g, 1,5 -2 L
0295 S

MICRO BOTTLEBAG

Saddlebag with special drawstring bottle compartment for bottles 0,75 L 

and additional tool compartment with zipper. Main compartment can also 

hold a light wind-jacket.

9 x14 x15cm

100g, 1,5L
0289 S

saddle adapter included



0500 B   Mini adapter

TWIN ADAPTER WITH MINI ADAPTER WITH

U-LOCK HOLDER

CABLE LOCK HOLDER

BOTTLE KLICK

LIGHT BAG MINI

FREELINER ON STEM
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Mini adapter included

BOTTLE KLICK

The popular Bottlefi x alternatively with its own 

quick-release function. In this way a given 

bottle holder can be quickly „clicked“ onto the 

bike and released again within seconds. Can be 

used for all common bottle cages. max. 1kg. 
1650

COMPACT 

For everyone who does not need a large handlebar bag or wishes to com-

bine a compact bag with the Sunny map holder. Two main compartments 

with zipper for camera, glasses and anything else you need at hand. Espe-

cially well- suited for mounting on the stem.

11x19 x 9cm, 180 g, 2 L
0292 CS

LIGHT BAG MINI

Mini Bag for anything that needs to be within quick reach, whether it is 

your camera, glasses, energy bar or water bottle. The soft inner lining pro-

vides ideal protection for objects with sensitive surfaces, such aluminum 

bottles. Outer mini-compartment with zipper for keys and small change. 

The drawstring can serve to close up the main compartment or to hold the 

bottle in place. max. 800g.bottle in place. max. 800g.

Ø 10cm x15cm, 120g, 1LØ 10cm x15cm, 120g, 1L
0304 MS

Fixation of maps, bags, bottles and locks with Mini adapter

Small, round and multi-functional – the Mini adapter. You can turn 

the head part of the adapter in 90° steps, allowing you to attach 

an accessory from any of four different directions. The bags can be 

fi xed in an upright or horizontal position on 

the frame, handlebar, stem or seat post. 

Easy UNIFIT-mounting with stainless strap 

on Ø 15 -60 mm.

Accessories for Mini adapter are also compatible 

with the KLICKfi x saddle adapter. 

 

CABLE LOCK HOLDER 

Universal fi xture for easy retrofi tting of cable  

locks. The Mini adapter is mounted via the stain-

less strap onto frames, handlebars or seat posts  

Ø 15-60 mm. The associated retrofi t lock holder 

can be attached to cable locks Ø 6 -10 mm.  
0501 B

FREELINER 

Map-holder with swivel coupling for quick 

turns from horizontal to vertical position. Per-

fect for all touring books and map formats up 

to 24,5 x12,5cm. Sturdy transparent raincover 

protects maps from wind and rain. 

24,5 x 12,5 cm, 110 g
2705

U-LOCK HOLDER

Retrofi t kit for Ø 12mm U-locks. The coupling 

can be directly mounted on the steel U-frame. 

Easy mounting with two stainless straps which 

make it suitable even for heavy locks (up to 

2kg). Fits frames Ø 15-60mm.
0500 A

MINI MAP I 

Handy map-holder completely made of plexi-

glass, easily mounted onto handlebar or stem 

using the KLICKfi x Mini-adapter. All map sizes 

simply slide in. Can also be used in combination 

with handlebar bags. 

9 x15 cm, 90g
2703 

MINI MAP II 

Medium size map-holder completely made of 

plexiglass, easily mounted onto handlebar or 

stem using the KLICKfi x Mini-adapter. All map 

sizes simply slide in. Can also be used in combi-

nation with handlebar bags. 

12 x 25cm, 150g
2704
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UNIFIT  is a mounting system for bike accessories. It fi ts any dia-

meter up to 60mm and ist easily mounted even onto oval frames. 

The stainless steel strap can be cut to the desired individual length. 

No risk of scratching even sensitive 

frame surfaces, thanks to rounded 

strap edges.  

Permanent mountings, Unidisc & Spokey

UNIDISC 

Universal chain wheel disc of break-resistant 

material. New mounting system with glass fi bre 

reinforced adapter socket that can be screwed 

into all cranks with inner thread. Fast and easy 

mounting with single central screw. For chain 

wheels up to 48 sprockets.   

Ø 21cm, 90g
0729 G

SPOKEY

A must-have in any toolbox, at home and on 

the road. 4,5 x 4,7cm, 10g

Spokey 3,25mm

red, 2195

Spokey 3,40 mm

black, 2196

Rixen & Kaul‘s very fi rst product is a veritable 

design classic and has been a favorite among 

riders and mechanics for 25 years. The har-

dened steel insert is manufactured with the 

highest precision and grips the spoke nipple 

on all sides. 

SPOKEY PROFESSIONAL

Professional variant with a twin layered me-

tal insert that doubles the contact surface 

between tool and nipple. Especially well sui-

ted for sensitive aluminum nipples, since it 

allows higher torques with less contact pres-

sure. 4,5 x 5cm, 12g

Spokey Pro 3,25mm

red, 2195 PRO

Spokey Pro 3,40 mm

black, 2196 PRO

Spokey Pro 3,25mm

blue, for thicker spokes 2,34mm 

2193 L

LIGHT HOLDER FOR FORK OR FRAME

Provides a universal and secure mounting so-

lution for battery lights which can be obscured 

when used simultaneously with a handlebar 

bag. The fi bre reinforced cylinder attached to a 

metal frame can be affi xed to frames or forks.

3,2 x 6 x 6cm, 30g, Ø 26mm3,2 x 6 x 6cm, 30g, Ø 26mm
1647

MINIMOUNT 

Retrofi t kit for lightweight accessories like re-

fl ectors, lights etc. The 360° revolving top per-

mits many different mounting positions. Easy 

mounting with stainless steel strap on tubes 

Ø 12- 28mm.
1648

PUMPfi x 

Universal pump holder. All pump sizes can be 

fi xed between Pumpfi x and the frame. Easy 

mounting with stainless steel strap on frames 

sized Ø 15-60mm. Only for pumps with inden-

tation for pump holders.
1849

BOTTLEfi x

Retrofi t kit for any kind of bottle holder. The ad-

apter head revolves in 90° steps and thus per-

mits the fi xation on handlebars, frame or seat 

post. Easy mounting with stainless steel strap on 

Ø 15-60mm. Especially practical on bikes wit-

hout integrated frame threads 

(such as kids‘ bikes).
1649

BOTTLEfi x EXTENDED

Retrofi t kit for mounting bottle holder on the 

seatpost. Fits all common seat posts and bottle 

holders. 
1649 A
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ADAPTER DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE COMPATIBLE TO

SADDLE ADAPTER for Micro bags, Handybags and cable 
locks on sports saddles. max. 1 kg                           5

MINIADAPTER head part of the adapter can be moun-
ted in 90° steps. Fits to Handy-, Microbags, cablelocks or 
mapholders. Easy mounting on frame, handlebar, stem or 
seat post Ø 15-60mm. max. 1 kg                                 1  2  6  8

CARRIER ADAPTER for carriers up to 14,5cm in width. 
All accessories are locked through a central bar. Boxes, 
baskets or topcases  are fi xed on top of the adapter. Bags 
can be hung into the side slits. max. 3 x10 kg

GTA MODUL retro fi t modul for Hebie QLIX carriers.
For accessories with GTA coupling. max.10 kg               7

UNIVERSAL RAIL adjustable rail with fl exible handle. 
With exchangeable hooks, reducing pieces for carrier 
diameters 8/10/12mm plus 16mm hooks for Kettler bikes. 
max. 10kg                                        7

Extras:        GTA Hooks to use pannierbags with Universal 
rail alternatively on the carrier adapter 

MODUL RAIL professional aluminium rail with movable 
hooks and continuously adjustable locking mechanism for 
Ø 8-16mm. max. 10 kg                                                                        7

KOMFORT RAIL classic, time-proven rail with a solid, 
removable handle. Continuously adjustable hook and 
locking mechanism for carriers Ø 8-13mm. 
max. 10 kg                                                                      7

VARIO TOP HOOK automatic adjustment to carriers with 
Ø 8-16mm, sits fl ush with the rack, so accessories can be 
used simultaneously on top. max. 10 kg                  7

VARIO HOOK simple continuously adjustable hook for 
carriers Ø 6-16mm. max. 10 kg                             7    

Micro plates

Bottleklick

Freeliner

MiniMap

cable clamp

coupling GTA

GTA hook

RACKPACK ADAPTER bags with this bottom coupling 
with strap release perfectly fi t onto rackpacker or free-
rack carriers. Slide bag onto the freerack carrier and the 
bag locks in automatically. Just pull the strap for easy 
release ! max. 10 kg                                         6  7

TWINADAPTER for U-locks 12mm. max. 2kg               8

QUAD ADAPTER progressive fi xation for smartphone 
bags and AriCases. The stainless steel band facilitates 
fi xation to handlebars, stem or frame of any radius. 
max. 1kg                                            1  2  6  8

U-lock clamp

Freeracks

Rackpacker

carrier
Ø 8-12 /16mm

carrier
Ø 8-16mm

carrier
Ø 8-13mm

carrier
Ø 8 -16mm
Ø 6-16mm

  S Y S T E M  O V E R V I E W

RACKTIME ADAPTER bags with this bottom coupling 
perfectly fi t onto racktime carriers. max. 10 kg           7

Racktime
carrier

Light holder

Raincover

waterproof

new product

antirust

Unifi t mount

permanent mount

Vario hook

Vario Top hook

Handlebar

Contour 

Contour Max 

Quad

Quad MiniBloc

Saddle

Mini 

Twin 

Racktime

Rackpack 

GTA 

Komfort rail 

Universal rail  

Modul rail 

Quad plate
Clip Aricases

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER proven since years, robust, glass 
fi bre reinforced. The patented security cable ensures 
that the adapter remains securely fi xed and does not 
turne downwards. max. 7 kg                                  1

Extras:        MultiClip /MultiClip Plus / MultiClip E
for fi xation of GPS, speedo, e-bike Displays 

Distanz-Sets 5mm /43mm: more space 
for curved handlebars an cables

oversize clamps for Ø 31,8mm

Versions:    H.A. Standard Ø 22-26mm (also with lock)
H.A. Universal Ø 22-31,8mm (also with lock)
H.A. Oversize Ø 31,8mm

H.A. E extra wide for combination 
with e-Bike Displays Ø 22 -31,8mm
(also with lock)

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER CADDY for mounting on vertical 
tubes such as stems or seat posts Ø 22-36mm. Suitable 
for foldable bikes, scooters, wheel chairs, golf caddys 
etc. Robust body made of fi bre glass reinforced polya-
mide. max. 7kg                                                3  6

EXTENDER enables you to use all handlebar accessories 
on seat posts. Fits for seatposts Ø 25-32mm. 
max. 5 kg

Extras:  Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm
Versions:  Extender with/without adapter head

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR STEM for mounting on 
long vertical stems Ø 22,2 - 25,4mm.                             3                                                   
Versions:   with or without lock. max. 5kg  

ADAPTERSOCKET FOR AHEAD STEM Ø 28,6mm
has to be combined with the adapter for head tube    3                                                    

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR HEAD TUBE only for bikes 
with special head tube threads. max. 5 kg                        4

FRAME BRACKET only for bikes with head tube threads. 
max. 5 kg                                                         4

ADAPTER DISCRIPTION EXAMPLE COMPATIBLE TO ADAPTER FEATURE

CONTOUR ADAPTER for Contour bags on seat posts 
Ø 25-28 und Ø 28-32mm. max. 2kg                               6

Extras:        Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm Contour / Mini

CONTOUR MAX ADAPTER for Contour Max bags on seat 
posts Ø 25-32mm. max. 3 kg                                                                           6

Extras:        Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm

QUAD MINI BLOC for seatpost, handlebar, frame or stem 
Ø 15-60mm (in combination with Integra saddlebags 
max. Ø 45mm). max. 1 kg                                       1  2  6  8

Extras:       MiniBloc GP plate
  CamOn adapter for Gopro camera 

Contour Max

Integra
CamOn!

Steel bracket

Reisenthel 
coupling 

Baggy plate

Backpack plate

Aluminium 
bracket

Lamello plate

Sunny 
coupling 

Extra fl at
adapterplate



Germany

ASISTA – Teile fürs Rad 

GmbH & Co KG

D-88299 Leutkirch

phone (+49) 0 75 61 / 98 69-0

www.asista.de

Denmark 

Søndergaard & Sønner A/S

DK-8260 Viby J, Aarhus 

phone (+45) 86 28 / 10 22

www.bikesond.dk

England 

Greyville Enterprises 

GB-WS 14 9TZ Lichfi eld 

phone (+44) 15 43 / 25 13 28

www.greyville.com

England 

Zyro Limited

GB-YO7 3BX  Thirsk

phone (+44) 1845 521700

www.zyro.co.uk

France 

Maillon SAS

F-33750 Beychac et Caillau

phone (+33) 05 56 / 38 63 00

www.maillon.fr

Japan

PR International Inc.

Nagoya

phone (+81) 52 774 8756 

www.g-style.ne.jp

Austria

KTM Fahrrad GmbH

A-5230 Mattighofen

phone (+43) 077 42 / 40 91-0

www.ktm-bikes.at 

Austria  

Thalinger Paul Lange GmbH

A-4600 Wels 

phone (+43) 072 42 / 4 97- 0

www.thalinger-lange.com

Switzerland

Tekno Parts Ltd.

CH-2563 Ipsach 

phone (+41) 032 / 332 84 60

www.teknoparts.ch

USA

VeloFred LLC

11375 New York

phone (+1) 646 435-9805

www.velofred.com
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RIXEN & KAUL GmbH, Limminghoferstraße 9, D-42699 Solingen, Germany

phone (+49) 0212 / 6 59 66-0, fax (+49) 0212 / 6 59 66-30, www.klickfix.com

General Distributor:  ASISTA–Teile fürs Rad GmbH & Co.KG, Zeppelinstraße 48, D-88299 Leutkirch

phone (+49) 075 61 / 98 69-0, fax (+49) 075 61/ 98 69 68, www.asista.de


